Advanced Systems Laboratory
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Missile Complex
Defence Research & Development Organisation
Government of India, Ministry of Defence
PO Kanchanbagh, Hyderabad- 500058
Phone: 040-24188039

Advt. No. ASL/23/29/03/322/01/01

Engagement of Graduate, Technician & Trade Apprentices
Advanced Systems Laboratory (ASL), Hyderabad is a premier Laboratory of DRDO of APJ Abdul Kalam Missile Complex of Defence Research and Development Organization. The Laboratory invites applications from young and meritorious Indian Nationals for Engagement of Graduate, Technician (Diploma) and Trade (ITI) Apprentices. Selection will be made on the basis of Academic Mark/Written Test/Interview as required.

1. Graduate Apprentice
   - Essential Qualification: Degree in Aerospace Engineering
   - No. of Apprentices: 3
   - Stipend: Rs. 7,000/-

2. Technician (Diploma) Apprentice
   - Diploma in Computer Science & Engineering
   - Engg. in Electrical & Electronics Engineering
   - Diploma in Electronics & Communication Engg.
   - Diploma in Mechanical Engineering
   - No. of Apprentices: 2
   - Stipend: Rs. 6,000/-

3. Trade Apprentice
   - ITI in CNC Programmer-cum-Operator
   - ITI in Computer Operator and Programming Assistant
   - ITI in Electrician
   - ITI in Fibre Reinforced Plastic Processor
   - ITI in Fitter
   - No. of Apprentices: 2
   - Stipend: Rs. 5,000/-

Note:
1. For the above mentioned vacancies, reservation for SC/ST/OBC/PWD/EWS categories will be applicable as per provision of Apprentice Act 1961, Apprentice Rules, 1992 and Apprenticeship (Amendment) Rules, 2015.
2. The No. of vacancies mentioned above are only indicative and may change at a later stage depending on the final assessment of eligible applications received.

Terms & Conditions for Selection of Apprentices:
1. Candidates for Graduate and Technician (Diploma) Apprentices must have registered their names at www.mhrdnats.gov.in. Candidates for Trade Apprentices should have registered at nocmtes.gov.in. Non-registered candidates are likely to be rejected.
2. The fresh pass out candidates (passing their B.E./B.Tech/Diploma/ITI in 2017, 2018 & 2019) can only apply. Candidates who have passed the qualifying examination earlier than 2017 are not eligible.
3. Candidates with post graduate qualification are not eligible to apply.
4. Those candidates who have completed the qualifying examination as regular candidates are only eligible to apply.
5. B.Tech/Diploma degree holders who had training or job experience for a period of one year or more after attaining the essential qualifications shall NOT be eligible for being engaged as an apprentice under the Act.
6. The period of training will be 12 months commencing from execution of the contract of Apprenticeship.
7. Selected candidates have to submit the "Medical Fitness Certificate" at the time of joining.
8. Verification of credentials shall be done and in case of any deviation from or non-conformity with the desired qualification, candidature of the candidate shall be summarily rejected.
9. No TADA will be paid to the applicants called for any stage of the selection process.
10. The selected candidates must execute a Contract for a period of 12 months as per provisions of the Apprentices Act, 1961 and rules framed there under.
11. Before applying, the candidate should ensure that he/she fulfills the eligibility criteria and other norms mentioned in the advertisement.
12. It shall not be obligatory on the part of the Advanced Systems Laboratory, Hyderabad where training is imparted, to offer any employment to any apprentice after completion of period of his/her apprenticeship training.
13. Suppression of facts will lead to disqualification at any stage of the selection process.
14. ASL reserves the right to increase/decrease the number of seats for apprenticeship training.
15. Any canvassing or personal follow up with an intention of inducing the process of selection of apprentice by and on behalf of any candidate shall lead to immediate cancellation of candidature.
16. ASL reserve the right to withdraw/cancel the advertisement/selection process if circumstances so warrant without assigning any reason thereof.
17. In case of any dispute, the legal jurisdiction shall be that of the High Court, Telangana, Hyderabad.
18. The apprentices will not be provided any quarters/hostel accommodation/transport by the establishment at the time of interview and also during the training period.

Advanced Systems Laboratory
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Missile Complex
Defence Research & Development Organisation, Hyderabad- 500058
APPLICATION FORM FOR ADVT. NO. ASL/23/2020/322/01/01

Advt. No.: ASL/23/29/03/322/01/01
1. Registration No. in MHRDNATS:
   NO/CRS Portal
2. Post: Graduate/Diploma/ITI (Tick one)
3. Branch/Trade applied for
4. Name:
5. Father’s Name:
6. Nativity:
7. Date of Birth:
8. Category:
   (UR/SC/ST/OBC/PH)
9. E-mail address:
11. Correspondence Address:
12. Permanent Address:
13. Educational Qualifications:
   (10th, ITI, +2 / XII / PUC, Diploma, B.E / B.Tech)
   (In chronological order)

Class | Main Subjects (with Trade/branch) | Board Institute | Year of Passing | Division/Grade | Max. Marks | Marks Obtained | Percent Grade/CGPA
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
10th | Diploma | ITI | BE/B.Tech/Engg. | Others (specify) |

I understand that the post applied for, by me is purely a temporary one and hereby declare that the statements made and information furnished in the application are true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge & belief.

Date: ____________________

(Signature of Candidate)

How to Apply:
1. Duly filled in application (as per proforma attached) along with the required self-attested copies (such as Mark sheets, Degree Certificate, two passport size photos, Cast Certificate (if applicable), PAN (if applicable), Aadhar/Photo ID, Registration Certificate as in MHRDNATS/NCVTMIS Portal) needs to reach The Director, Advanced Systems Laboratory, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Missile Complex, Defence Research & Development Organisation, P.O. Kanchanbagh, Hyderabad-500058 within 15 days from the publication of this advertisement. Please Superscribe on envelope “APPLICATION FOR APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING-2020 GRADUATE/DIPLOMA/ITI” (as applicable).

DS & DIRECTOR ASL
103010/18/016/1920

EN 48/81